Abstract-Prediction of machine breakdowns and lot product qualities plays an important role in scheduling of semiconductor manufacturing lines because accurate state of machines and lot are a key prerequisite for good scheduling. The difficulties in modeling result from the datum with high dimensions and stochastic noise that are brought inevitably in actual environment. This paper presents a novel prediction model referred as Incremental Extreme Least Square Support Vector Machine (IELSSVM), which transforms the data into Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) space and then minimize the structural risk like LSSVM. The transformation into ELM feature space can be regarded as a good dimensionality reduction. The incremental formula is proposed for on-line industrial application to avoid retraining when data comes one by one or chunk by chunk.
INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of technology and more fierce competition in the markets, scheduling has played an increasingly important role in maximizing the manufacturing capability and reducing the product makespan, thus more and more enterprises and researchers have paid more attention to it [1] . Although many meaningful research results have been attained, there are still a lot of difficulties in real application because of the state of machines and lots may have changed when a scheduling policy is carried out. Integration of scheduling and product quality prediction can effectively deal with the difficulties by accurate prediction of the state of machines and lots. The scheduling policy decided on the basis of the prediction can keep consistent with the actual environment, thus enhancing the validness of scheduling policy.
There are three typical features for the datum attained from actual environment of semiconductor manufacturing lines. The first is high dimensional. There are hundreds of steps in the semiconductor lines and hundreds of check points to measure some parameters of the lot. All these measure data is combined into one high dimensional sample point in the space. The second feature is that the data measured in actual production lines is contaminated by stochastic noise. It is inevitable because of the limited precision of measure equipment and the complexity of field environment. The third feature is originated from time pressure in actual applications. Retraining of all the data when one new data comes is very time consuming and can not meet the demand of enterprises.
Many researches on intelligent modeling have been implemented, such as Back-propagation Neutral Network (BP-NN) [2] , Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [3] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4] , Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) [5] , Proximal Support Vector Machine (PSVM) [6] , Extreme Support Vector Machine (ESVM) [7] and etc. BP-NN and ELM may be over-fitting because of the modeling basis of Empirical Risk Minimization principal. SVM and LSSVM are constructed on the basis of Structural Risk Minimization principal, thus avoiding over-fitting and showing great prospects. But training of SVM may take a long time because of the quadratic programming problem solving. For ESVM, there is a time consuming matrix inversion calculation process, which restricts the real-time application.
In this paper, a novel Incremental Extreme Least Square Support Vector Machine (IELSSVM) is presented to meet the demand of actual application and overcome the deficiencies of other intelligent modeling methods. The datum is first transformed into ELM space and then the structural risk minimization principal is adopted as the objective to be optimized like LSSVM. The transformation of ELM can be regarded as a good dimensionality reduction. The incremental formula is proposed for on-line industrial application to avoid retraining when one new data comes, thus improving the training speed and efficiency.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
ELM feature space is a special space into which data is mapped by a special single-hidden-layer feed-forward networks (SLFNs) with randomly chosen parameters for activation functions. It has been proved that with enough nodes, given any infinite differentiable activation function, such as sigmoid function, RBF function and etc., the ELM network can approximate any continuous target functions [3] . In this paper, we take the RBF activation function for example, which has the form like 
According to the structural risk minimization principal, the risk bound minimization in ELM feature space is constructed as follows: 
The main parameters to be solved are w 、 b , so we substitute w 、 b for the parameters ξ 、 s . The result of substitute is given as
So we get the matrix expression of parameters w 、 b as
can be attained by a direct matrix inverse which is time consuming.
In actual application, data may come chunk by chunk or one by one. When a new data comes, retraining all the data by a direct matrix inverse is time consuming and can not meet the requirements of on-line use. So we need to construct an incremental algorithm for on-line use in actual applications. The map matrix of the last received data set is given by 
According to the relationship between time t and t +1, 1 We have a simple expression of Given the hidden node number L of ELM map and a small number of training data to boost the algorithm, we present the algorithm as follows: 
for the given small number of training data (3) Initialize the parameters of
Step 2: On line incremental learning procedure:
Repeat the following steps:
(1) Generate the matrix In table I, the Secom dataset is a typical semiconductor manufacturing process dataset, in which all the data is collected from monitoring sensors or measurement points. Each data represents a lot with a number of measured feature values and a label for passing or failing in house line testing.
Comparison is presented with the selected parameters presented by [9] . The hidden nodes are optimally chosen by using cross validation methods in [9] . The parameters for initialization is that for regression problem . The detailed comparison is listed in table II. We did not deliberately select the hidden nodes for Secom datasets because of the universal approximation capability [3] for ELM based algorithm, in which good generalization performance can be attained as long as the hidden nodes is enough. Also, to predetermine the optimal hidden nodes is not very practical as the data comes chunk by chunk or one by one in actual application. Since [9] didn't give the standard deviation for the OSELM algorithm, we fill the corresponding items with "---" in the table II and  table III.   TABLE II.  COMPARISON FOR CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS   TABLE III.  COMPARISON FOR REGRESSION PROBLEMS   From table II and table III, we can see that IELLSVM can attain a better performance than OS-ELM with the same initialized parameters for both classification problems and regression problems in most cases. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, a novel Incremental Extreme Least Square Support Vector Machine for quality prediction in integrated scheduling of semiconductor manufacturing lines is presented, in which data is first transformed into ELM feature space and then minimize the structural risk like LSSVM. An incremental formula is given to adapt to the actual application where the data comes one by one or chunk by chunk. Comparisons with the OS-ELM for classification and regression on many actual benchmark problems are shown by simulation. What we presented in this paper gives a better performance than OS-ELM which is attained by empirical risk minimization.
